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         hink of five individuals - business colleagues, clients, or simply acquaintances - people 
who are able to be objective. That way you’ll get a clear picture of how you’re perceived. 
Ask them to describe you using five adjectives. Some examples might be: smart, 
professional, funny, engaging, down-to-earth, or in the know, passionate, strategic, 
welcoming, enlightened. Get the idea? There’s usually a common thread or two, so when 
the same (or similar) descriptors repeat themselves, it’s important to take note.

Send a simple email like the one below to your trusted sources. Then be sure to print the 
results and post them so you can be reminded of the exceptional and accomplished 
person you are! In addition weave them throughout your brand identity.

Dear Friend/Colleague,

I’m participating in JuliAnn Stitick’s personal brand development 
program,  The Total Package and am hoping to get some feedback on 
how you experience me as a person. Will you do a quick brainstorm 
and come up with five words that best describe me?

Here are some examples JuliAnn gave:
warm, funny, smart, successful, advocate
kind, spirited, savvy, heart-centered, philanthropist
edgy, powerful, attractive, sharp, motivated

Your input is valuable to me. Thanks so much for your time and insight.

Sincerely, You

This feedback will allow you to confidently weave those descriptors throughout your brand 
presence in images, marketing language and choice of content.  It’s so powerful to take 
what others say and feel about you as a business person and put those adjectives to work 
in your brand.

www.JuliAnnStitick.com
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“Defining who you are, what you value and gaining objective 
feedback is an essential action step. Once you have a solid 
understanding of your Personal Brand Foundation, ask 
yourself, “How can I effectively reflect that throughout my 
brand?” JuliAnn Stitick
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